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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the concept of Rate-Distortion Hint Track (RDHT),
and evaluates two specific implementations of streaming systems
that employ RDHT. Characteristics of a compressed media source
that are often difficult to compute in realtime but crucial to gen-
eral online optimized streaming algorithms are precomputed and
stored in a RDHT. In such a way, low-complexity streaming can
be realized for systems that adapt to variations in transport condi-
tions such as bandwidth or packet loss. An RDHT-based stream-
ing system has three components: (1) an R-D Hint Track, (2) an
algorithm for using the RDHT to predict the distortion for different
packet schedules, and (3) a method for determining the best packet
schedule. Two RDHT-based systems are presented which perform
R-D optimized scheduling with dramatically reduced complexity
as compared to conventional on-line R-D optimized streaming al-
gorithms. Experimental results demonstrate that for the difficult
case of R-D optimized scheduling of non-scalably coded video
(H.264, I-frame followed by all P-frames), the proposed systems
provide 7-12 dB gain when adapting to a bandwidth constraint and
2-4 dB gain when adapting to random packet loss, both relative to
a conventional streaming system that does not take into account
the different importance of individual packets. Furthermore, the
proposed RDHT-based systems achieve this R-D optimized per-
formance with a complexity comparable to that of the conventional
non R-D optimized streaming system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Video streaming over bandwidth-constrained and lossy packet net-
works has been a practically important and challenging problem
for a number of years. Video streaming typically involves pre-
encoded and stored compressed media, and the pre-encoded con-
tent makes it harder to adapt to the available bandwidth and packet
losses as compared to the case where real-time encoding is per-
formed. Video transcoding can be performed in this situation,
however this requires significant complexity and computation. Scal-
able coding techniques have been developed to solve these prob-
lems, where the scalable encoding provides an inherent prioriti-
zation among the compressed data which in turn provides a nat-
ural method for selecting which portions of the compressed data
to deliver while meeting the transmission rate constraints. In ad-
dition, conventional MPEG coding with I, P, and B frames also
lends itself to a natural method of prioritizing the delivery. Re-
cently Rate-Distortion Optimized (RaDiO) packet scheduling has
been proposed and shown significant benefits[1–3], however this
approach is also very compute intensive.
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This paper proposes a method for designing and operating me-
dia streaming systems that can perform optimized streaming while
being low complexity. Specifically, during encoding of a media
object (e.g. video sequence), a Rate-Distortion Hint Track (RDHT)
is generated that contains side information that are often difficult to
compute on a realtime basis, but are useful to a general optimized
streaming algorithm. The RDHT is a ”track” because it is stored
in the same file as the compressed media data but can be easily de-
multiplexed. It is a “hint track” in the sense that it provides “hints”
for performing high quality streaming. Example information in
the R-D hint track include the importance of each packet in an R-
D sense. The computation of hints at encoding time relieves the
burden of optimized streaming servers, which can simply read the
hints from RDHT rather than estimating them on a realtime basis.

The term “hint track” has been used in the popular MPEG-4
File Format (MP4), and in related streaming systems. An MP4
hint track contains information about media type, packet framing
and timing information. With an MP4 hint track, media streaming
is greatly simplified, both in terms of complexity and computation.
This is because the streaming server no longer needs to (1) under-
stand the compressed media syntax, and (2) analyze the media data
in realtime for packet framing and timing information. In a sim-
ilar spirit, RDHT enables low-complexity in optimized streaming
by relieving the burden of analyzing media R-D characteristics in
realtime.

Related work on low-complexity and R-D optimized stream-
ing is [4], where R-D information is placed in each packet header,
thereby enabling efficient R-D optimized streaming and adapta-
tion at the sender, or at a mid-network node or proxy, for scalable
media content. In addition, [5] proposed a framework for scalable
streaming media delivery, with similar attributes to the on-line op-
timization algorithms of, e.g. [2], but with a fast greedy search
algorithm (and computationally simpler distortion metric) for de-
termining the schedule with significantly lower complexity.

For scalable coding, and MPEG I,P,B frames, the natural pri-
oritization of the data simplifies the scheduling process. However,
non-scalable or non-prioritized video does not suggest a natural
scheduling method. This paper focuses on the challenging prob-
lem of optimally streaming non-scalable video, specifically, when
the coded video consists of all P-frames after the initial I-frame.

This paper continues by providing an overview of RDHT-based
video streaming in Section 2, and example RDHT systems are pro-
posed in Section 3. Experimental results are presented in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.

2. R-D HINT-TRACK BASED VIDEO STREAMING

The central issue of optimized streaming is to determine the best
packet schedule to maximize the reconstructed quality at the re-



ceiver, subject to transmission constraints such as the available
bandwidth or packet loss. A system that employs RDHT achieves
this goal using the following three components:

1. Obtaining RDHT information

2. Method for using RDHT information to predict distortion
for different packet schedules

3. Method for determining the best packet schedule

There are a number of tradeoffs in the design of RDHT. To provide
high performance requires an “informative” RDHT, accurate dis-
tortion modelling of different feasible packet schedules, and com-
prehensive search for the best schedule. On the other hand, it is
desirable to use relatively little storage for RDHT, and relatively
little computation for predicting the distortion and searching for
the best packet schedule.

3. R-D HINT TRACK DESIGN AND USE

This section proposes two reasonable instantiations of RDHT which
are evaluated in Section 4. The storage cost of each RDHT, and the
computation cost of associated distortion model and packet sched-
ule search algorithms are discussed. We assume that each video
frame corresponds to a transport packet for clarity purposes.

Two canonical problems are examined for RDHT-based stream-
ing: (1) bandwidth adaptation, and (2) packet loss adaptation. Each
of these problems includes important subproblems. For example,
in the context of adapting to available bandwidth, if the bandwidth
constraint is measured in number of packets (ignoring packet size)
then the problem is simpler than if the bandwidth constraint is
measured in bits, in which case there may be many different sub-
sets of different numbers of packets that must be examined. To
adapt to the available bandwidth we must solve the problem of
what is the best subset of packets to drop to meet the packet-rate
or bit-rate constraint. To adapt to packet loss we must solve the
problem of what is the best schedule for transmitting new packets
and retransmitting previous potentially lost packets given a band-
width constraint.

3.1. A Linear Size RDHT Using DC0

For the first RDHT, we simply store the distortion in MSE caused
by isolated frame loss, assuming no other losses. For a video se-
quence with � frames, there are � possible isolated losses, result-
ing in a linear storage cost of � numbers. Figure 1 illustrates the
distortion ���� caused by losing frame �.

Frame1 Lk

Fig. 1. Loss of single frame � induces distortion in later frames.
���� is the total distortion summed over all affected frames.

To model the distortion caused by an arbitrary loss pattern
given only ���� to ����, we employ the zero-th order distor-
tion chain model [6], DC0, where zero-th order describes that we
assume no memory and that the distortion that results for each loss
packet is independent of any prior lost packets. This model is ac-
curate when packet losses are spaced far apart, e.g., when loss rate

is low. When� frames � = ���� ��� � � � ��� are lost, the predicted
total distortion is simply given by:

����� �

��
���

����� (1)

As mentioned earlier, we need to find the best transmission
schedule for the packets of a video stream subject to a transmission
bandwidth constraint. This problem can be formalized as follows.
Let� be a window of packets considered for transmission and let
�� be the bandwidth constraint, measured either in bits or number
of packets. We need to decide on the subset of packets � � �
that should not be transmitted in order to satisfy the bandwidth
constraint. Let ��� � �� be the rate associated with the packets
from � that will be transmitted, where “�” denotes the operator
“set difference”. Thus, we are interested in finding the subset �
such that the total distortion due to dropping � is minimized, while
meeting the bandwidth constraint, i.e.,

�
� � ��� ��	

��� ����������
����� (2)

Now, consider first solving (2) in the case when the transmis-
sion bandwidth �� is expressed in number of packets. Assume
that �� � �, i.e., we need to drop � packets from � . Then ��

is easily found by sorting the distortions ���� for every packet
� � � in increasing order, and selecting the first � packets from
the rank ordering (those with the � smallest associated distortions).
In addition, if the problem changes to determine the best � 
 �
packets to drop, the solution then directly builds on the prior so-
lution. Specifically, the selection of the best subset of � packets
to drop is contained in the best subset of � 
 � packets to drop.
In contrast, an approach that does not provide this property would
have to perform a completely new search for every �. The optimal
schedule can therefore be obtained with very little computation.

Next, consider the case when �� is measured in bits. This
problem is more difficult than the packet-bandwidth constraint case.
We can compute an approximate solution by casting (2) as a non-
constrained optimization using a Lagrangian multiplier (� 	 �):

�
� � �����	

���

����� 
 ���� � �� (3)

It can be shown that the solution to (3) reduces to dropping every
single packet � � � such that �� � ����
���� � �, where ��
can be thought of as the utility associated to packet �, measured
in terms of distortion per bit. Therefore, once again �

� can be
determined by sorting the packets in � in increasing order, but
now based on their utility �� , and selecting to drop all the packets
from the start of the rank ordering for which the above inequality
is true. In this manner, once again we have an embedded search
strategy with the associated low complexity benefits.

3.2. A (slightly larger) Linear Size RDHT Using DC1

Here, we store the distortion of all possible isolated losses, ����,
as well as the distortion associated with all double losses, as illus-
trated in Figure 2. If ����� ��� was stored for every possible pair
���� ���, then the total storage cost would be quadratic in � since
there are � isolated losses contributing to ���� and ��� � ��
�
distinct ����� ��� values. However, since the distortion coupling
between dropped packets decreases as the distance between the
packets (�� � ��) increases, one practical simplification is to as-
sume ����� ��� � ����� 
����� for �� � �� 	 � , where �
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Fig. 2. ����� ��� is total distortion summed over all frames caused
by losing frames �� and ��.

depends on the compression. For example, for video coded using
Group Of Pictures (GOPs),� is at most the number of packets in
the GOP minus one. In the experiments in Sec. 4, the intra refresh
period is approximately 36, thus � � �. This approximation
reduces the required storage and computation for ��� to being
linear in �, precisely ������ 
 �� � ���� � ��
�.

The distortion for an arbitrary loss pattern is estimated us-
ing a first-order distortion chain, DC1, where the distortion for a
lost packet now depends on the last lost packet (memory of one).
Specifically, for ��  ��  � � �  �� , where � 	 �, we have,

����� � ����� ��� 


����
���

������ ������������ � (4)

The accuracy of first-order distortion chains is discussed in [6].
Searching for the optimal packet schedule (solving (2) ex-

actly) using the above distortion estimate is expensive computa-
tionally due to the interdependencies between lost packets. There-
fore, we employ an iterative descent algorithm in which we min-
imize the objective function ����� one variable at a time while
keeping the other variables constant, until convergence. In par-
ticular, consider first the case when �� is expressed in number
of packets and assume that �� � �. Then, at iteration �, for
� � �� �� � � �, we compute the individual entries of the optimal
drop pattern � � ���� � � � � ��� using

�
���
� � ��� ��	

����
���
�

������ for � � �� � � � ���

where the sets ����
� � ��

���
��� 
 �� � � � � �

�����
��� � ��. Therefore,

starting with a reasonable initial solution for �, at each iteration
we perturb the subset of selected packets � in order to find a sub-
set that produces reduced distortion. At each iteration a subset with
less or equal distortion is found, therefore the algorithm is guaran-
teed to converge, though not necessarily to the global optimum.

We solve the case when �� is measured in bits using La-
grangian optimization, as we did for ��� . First, for a Lagrangian
multiplier � 	 �, using the gradient descent algorithm from above
we find the drop pattern � � � of length � that is the solu-
tion to (3). Then, we repeat this procedure for different values of
�, e.g., � � �� � � � �� , where here � denotes the maximum
number of packets considered for dropping from � . Finally, we
select the drop pattern � with the smallest minimum Lagrangian
���� � ����� 
 ���� � �� over all �.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section examines the end-to-end performance of the two RDHT
approaches for streaming packetized video. Performance is mea-
sured in terms of the average luminance peak signal-to-noise ra-
tio (Y-PSNR) in dB of the decoded video frames at the receiver
as a function of different channel parameters, namely, available
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Fig. 3. Y-PSNR (dB) vs. Packet rate (%).

transmission bandwidth and packet loss rate. Two scenarios are
considered. In the first one, the network is lossless, but there is in-
sufficient transmission bandwidth to send all video packets across
the channel. Therefore, the sender needs to decide which packets
to send and which packets to drop. In the second scenario, there
is sufficient bandwidth to transmit every packet of the video once,
however the network is lossy and some of the transmitted packets
are lost. Therefore, the sender needs to decide at each transmission
opportunity whether to (1) retransmit a previous lost packet, or (2)
transmit a new packet which has not been transmitted before.

Two standard QCIF video test sequences, Foreman and Car-
phone, are employed in the experiments. The video sequences are
coded using JM 2.1 of the JVT/H.264 video compression standard
[7]. Each sequence has 300 frames at 30 fps, and is coded with
a constant quantization level at an average Y-PSNR of about 36
dB. The first frame of each sequence is intra-coded, followed by
P-frames. Every 4 frames a slice is intra updated to improve error-
resilience by reducing error propagation (as recommended in JM
2.1), corresponding to an intra-frame update period of � � � = 36
frames. Three streaming systems are examined: RD Hint Track
systems using DC0 and DC1 as proposed in the prior section, and
a system referred to as Oblivious since it does not consider the
distortion that results from dropping a frame. In particular, when
making transmission decisions, Oblivious does not distinguish be-
tween two packets that contain two different P frames, except for
the size of the packets. Oblivious randomly chooses between two
P-frame packets of the same size, for example, when it needs to re-
duce the number of transmitted packets. Similarly, transmissions
of new packets and retransmissions of old lost packets are also
performed in a random order. In all three systems, packets are
considered for transmission in non-overlapping windows of size
� � ���. That is, at every transmission instance the sender con-
siders 100 new packets for transmission. No retransmissions occur
after the packets from the last transmission window are sent.

4.1. Adapting to Available Bandwidth

Figure 3 shows the performances of RDHT systems with DC0 and
DC1, and Oblivious for streaming Foreman and Carphone as a
function of the available packet rate measured in percent. For ex-
ample, packet rate of 99% means that 99% of the packets in a
transmission window can be transmitted. It can be seen that both
DC0 and DC1 outperform Oblivious with quite a significant margin
over the whole range of values considered for the available packet
rate. This is due to the fact that DC0 and DC1 exploit the knowl-
edge about the effect of loss of individual video packets on the
reconstructed video quality. Therefore, both DC0 and DC1 RDHT
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approaches drop the video packets that will have the least impact
on the quality of the reconstructed video. As seen in Figure 3 the
performance gains reach up to 8 dB for Foreman and 7 dB for Car-
phone for packet rates of 86-96%. In addition, even outside this
range the gains in performance are still impressive and do not drop
below 5 dB, except of course when we can send all the packets.
Finally, note that in this scenario the difference in performance
between DC0 and DC1 RDHT systems is quite small.

Figure 4 examines the performances of DC0, DC1 RDHT sys-
tems and Oblivious for streaming when the transmission constraint
is in bits, rather than packets as in the prior experiment. Again,
both DC0 and DC1 provide substantial performance gains over
Oblivious over the whole range of available transmission rates.
The gains in performance remain steadily around 5-6 dB almost
over the whole range of transmission rates under consideration,
for both Foreman and Carphone. Note that in this case the perfor-
mance difference between the RDHT-based systems and Oblivious
is not as large as in the previous case. Having a transmission con-
straint expressed in bits makes predicting the resulting distortion
at the receiver due to a packet drop pattern more difficult for the
distortion chain based systems, as the number of dropped packets
may need to vary over different transmission windows. Finally,
note that the performance difference between the DC0 and DC1

RDHT systems is somewhat larger in this case.

4.2. Adapting to Packet Loss

The performance of the three streaming systems is now examined
in the second scenario where we have packet loss. In contrast to the
first scenario, here there is sufficient channel bandwidth to transmit
once every packet of the video. However, there is random packet
loss on the forward channel and the sender needs to decide whether
it should retransmit previous lost packets or instead transmit new
packets which have not been transmitted yet. In other words, in
addition to the � packets from the current transmission window,
the sender also considers for the present transmission past pack-
ets from previous transmission windows that have been lost during
transmission. These experiments assume an ideal feedback chan-
nel, i.e., the sender is immediately notified of each lost packet, that
the forward channel exhibits no packet delay, and that successive
packet losses are independent and identically distributed.

Figure 5 shows that also in this scenario DC0 and DC1 RDHT
systems outperform Oblivious. Performance improvement is ob-
served over the whole range of packet loss rates (PLR) under con-
sideration. Comparing Figures 3 and 5, we see that Oblivious at-
tains similar PSNR at the same loss rate. In contrast, at the same
loss rate, DC0 and DC1 achieves lower PSNR under the second
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scenario compared to that of the first scenario. One reason is the
simple distortion model using Equations 1 and 4, does not take into
account the possibility of packet losses in the channel. Instead, the
systems under scenario two simply react to the losses, i.e. they de-
cide on a packet drop pattern only after losses occur and they have
a limited window over which to react. Nonetheless, even with the
simple model, DC0 and DC1 still provide substantial performance
gains. Specifically, for both sequences, a PSNR gain of 2-3 dB is
maintained for packet loss rates greater than 3%.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed Rate-Distortion Hint Track (RDHT) based
systems for performing low-complexity R-D optimized streaming.
An RDHT-based streaming system is composed of three compo-
nents: (1) the R-D Hint Track information, (2) an algorithm for us-
ing the RDHT to predict the distortion for different packet sched-
ules, and (3) a method for searching for the best packet sched-
ule. Two RDHT-based streaming systems are examined, and ex-
perimental results demonstrate that for the difficult case of non-
scalably coded video, the proposed R-D optimized scheduling sys-
tems provide 7-12 dB gain when adapting to a bandwidth con-
straint and 2-4 dB gain when adapting to random packet loss. Fur-
thermore, the RDHT systems provide these gains with dramati-
cally lower complexity than conventional R-D optimized schedul-
ing approaches, and in particular the system using DC0 provides
these benefits with a complexity comparable to that of the non-
RD-optimized oblivious system.
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